WebProCat + GOLIAH 4
Different by choice.

System Features
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Simply different by choice
WEBPROCAT + GOLIAH 4: Our proposal for a complete, global and custom anti-corrosion
protection systems monitoring of metal structures.
It comes from a thirty years long experience in monitoring systems production, especially
oriented to Cathodic Protection (CP) and functional parameters control of Water/Gas/Oil
distribution networks (pressure and capacity).
BY CHOICE we’ve created an all-inclusive solution having all the tools needed for a quick
and accurate control of distribution plants, as by sector law enacted.
BY CHOICE we’ve designed an architecture leading the company to really ownership of
data, devices, operating procedures and functional results.
BY CHOICE we’ve enabled structures to provide a truthful control of systems, in straight
touch with the real system functions, receiving real time data without any middleware.
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Goliah ...

APN
(Access Point Note)

INFRASTRUCTURE

Just your network

All the resources necessary to system management are conceived to fit the existent
company server architecture.
This way, it’s possible to include the GOLIAH 4 + WEBPROCAT in the pre-existing
infrastructure faster and more efficiently, with low costs and top benefits.
The system needs only few elements to be deployed: a server, an intranet and obviously
some PCs to access the Web Configuration Program, in order to collect and analyze
historic records, to generate KT efficiency indexes, and manage all the reports as foreseen
by law.
Nothing more than what you actually have, no peculiar technologies, no complex
technological components, to preserve the global system ownership, its management,
maintenance and, above all, the outputs supplied.
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Goliah

Simple on purpose
Few, essential and totally integrated each other are the elements that compose the
system. From the central server of processing to the field units of measurement
(datalogger), neither remotely controlled nor operator-assisted, also passing through the
management software.

THE SERVER
A processing server system connected to the corporate network, powered by an UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply) and equipped with an automatic data backup system.
This is the minimum configuration required to guarantee both a correct base functionality
and a possible safe system restore.
The server operating features and its redundancy systems can be customized depending
on the number of available tele-surveillance devices.
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THE COMMUNICATION
The system performs different types of data exchange, via GSM and GPRS connections.
Two communication channels are available: a primary channel on a broadband Internet
connection and a secondary redundant channel, via traditional GSM modems. The GSM
channel capacity (defined as the number of GSM modems needed at the same time) is
proportional to the GSM service usage, to the number of installed devices and, mostly, to
the unavailability of a GPRS connection in the tele-surveillance points of measure.
At least one GSM modem has to be present.
THE SOFTWARE SUITE
A software suite for historic data analysis, operating and functional setup of measuring
devices, data processing, visual warnings of malfunctions and much more: this is the main
core of our solution.
A complete suite of web applications specifically designed for Cathodic Protection (CP),
allows you a simple, intuitive and unified system management.
THE DATA LOGGER
The main system elements are the measuring devices performing tele-surveillance or
operator assisted measurements.
They allow to monitor, to record, and to control all the functional parameters, with a realtime anomaly warnings, according with rules and configurations set by the system
administrator.
Datalogger allows you to perform all the measures as by law enacted, including on-off
and electric field variability measures.
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PRODUCTS

WebProCat

ONCE UPON A TIME…
Originating from the need of collecting the received data into an easy-to-read database,
the WebProCat is the right tool to make easier performing Cathodic Protection tasks.
This product, simply usable via web, shows the following useful features:
 Customizable Census,
 Graphical measures visualization,
 Points of measure mapping,
 Automatic generation of authority reports,
 Wizard configuration of devices,
 Customizable Access policies,
 Several print options ready to click,
 And much more.
LET DREAMS COME TRUE
Through a simple and user friendly initial page, it’s possible to access several available
products, among which:
 WebProtection: rights and users management,
 WebProCat: CP data reference and management,
 WebCommLink: devices configuration and visualization
The whole infrastructure is developed with the newest RIA (Rich Internet Application)
technologies, able to guarantee an all-involving and easy user experience, and high level
performance also in the presence of huge data records.
The operating procedure is compatible with any O.S. browser; it only needs a server
machine with Apache Tomcat (available for Windows, Linux and MAC platforms) installed,
in case you decide to add it to your own existent intranet.
The database is not linked to any DBMS on purpose, to favour its easy integration on preexistent scenarios.
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USER MANAGEMENT
The powerful user management system is able to control manifold access levels, classified
as follows:
 GUEST
 USER
 ADMINISTRATOR
Moreover it’s possible to set restrictions on user actions, like displaying and modifying
only a part of the whole network, as defined in the archive.

WebProtection: rights and users management screen
(Screenshot #1)
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DATA UNIFORMITY
A uniform system management enables the coexistence of both measuring options, on
site and remote, with simple and clear usage.
Moreover it’s possible to insert the measurements performed manually, in order to have a
unified database.

Modify, rename, delete, move and copy are all possible operations, by means of the great
flexibility offered by our product: you can split your own network in areas, distributors,
systems and measure sites and differentiate them by the census records and available
operations.
Moreover it’s possible to import measures provided by other suppliers in order to have a
unique consultation data tool.

WebProCat: measures visualization screen
(Screenshot #2)
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS STATUS
The system or plant analysis is simplified thanks to a real-time measure analyzer which
computes received data till then and displays anomalies of different points of measure.
Tele-Surveilled Points, or Systems, don’t complying with Cathodic Protection, in the
reference year, will be downgrade at “in-site”, as provided by APCE guideline.
The remote, or in-site, received measures can be read directly clicking on measurement
site or with a customizable selective filter.
Infrastructure scalability and quick info access are product key features, suitable for both
small and complex IT systems.
Through its accurate differentiate access policy and a powerful warning sites email autosending system, it’s possible to select a long distance management in order to simplify
the analysis of several systems included in.

WebProCat: system analysis status screen
(Screenshot #3)
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MAPPING
The system is hooked up with a powerful world system mapping called Yahoo Maps
which allows an excellent resolution of national area, with additional zoom option and
three types of visualization: Map, Satellite and Hybrid.
Furthermore, it’s possible to print paper maps, being the product directly accessible via
the web application.
In this way, it will be possible to display the arrangement of several installed measure
sites on the network and convey to operator the exact position of under-maintenance
points of measure.
Moreover, each measure site is coloured based on its functional features, distinguishing
between feeders, crossovers, drainages, characteristic and integrate points.

It’s possible to insert, in a simple way, new points of measure coordinates only having
knowledge either locality or the street where devices are installed.

WebProCat: system mapping screen
(Screenshot #4)
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WIZARD CONFIGURATION
You can make a remote configuration of devices, without a wired on-site connection.
This one make easier exceptional maintenance issues of devices, reducing intervention
time and giving the chance to manage several devices even if you haven’t enough human
resources. Simplified planning and configurations help you during the parameters
selection with history backup, make sure the consistency and adequacy of sent data.
The sync between configuration and terminal is carried out autonomously by the
operating station: it’s able to communicate with devices connected with power line or
send to them updating SMS.
New Firmware releases, after further updates or bugs resolution, are automatically
downloaded by the devices which have a daily dialogue with the main station: data
downloads and new configurations are right now available.
It’s moreover possible to require pre–sent device reports, being each device provided of
backup memory able to show the last month measures.

WebCommLink: wizard device configuration screen
(Screenshot #5)
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DISPLAYING
The powerful displaying service allows to analyze every 86400 single sampled values to
the purpose of time trend analysis.
Zoom option is simply available by clicking on desired area, you can use filter based on
the desired period or performed measure time.
In this scenario you can furthermore compare reports coming from different points of
measure and different time periods: overlap graphs allow you an immediately comparison
of values.
The comparison service includes instant-off against registered measures evaluation,
preserving the different samples times.
Each curve is plotted with different colours and for each measure is possible to display
minimum-average-max curves and further potential associated channel (PD/current useful
comparison).
The program has a further displaying modality called time trend analysis, able to display
daily values of all performed values in the reference year, in order to obtain time trend
values.

WebProCat: graphical measure visualization screen
(Screenshot #6)
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REPORTS
A wide range of reports, available in most used format (PDF, XLS, CSV, TXT), make able to
read offline database contents, therefore also external persons (not in cathodic protection
team) can read them. Available prints are:





Census Report
Measure Report
Useful Report
Authority Report.

Every print has been thought to be “ready to click” and it’s complying, both in contents
and form, with APCE guidelines and UNI laws in force.

WebProCat: authority report screen
(Screenshot #7)
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DOCUMENTATION
The whole device documentation, formed of PDF manuals, video guide and HTML pages
directly readable over Internet, allow, at the same time, a quick learning and usage, as well
as the solution of every kind of practical problem.
A continuous effort of our R&D team make it constantly updated and in development
phase, allowing us adjustments of laws and guidelines changing with time.
AEEG 168/04 Complying Application, ACPE guidelines (last edition) and PC UNI laws.
PRODUCTS

GOLIAH 4 datalogging, telemeasure, telecontrol
GOLIAH 4 is a Remote Monitoring Unit (RMU) derived from the already available G2 / G4
family, in a form factor conceived for the UK market, a particularly narrow remotely
controllable data logger, perfectly adaptable to typical test-posts.
Based on low consumption technology, it is powered by long life lithium batteries and
allows an autonomous on-site working life of about 42 months, or by main power or solar
panel with battery backup to keep it operative even in absence of external power supply.
It inherits all the operational features of its predecessors and improves their performance
in several respects. Its management can be done locally, using a connection to a
computer through Bluetooth 4.0 or MiWi wireless connectivity, or remotely, through
GSM/GPRS /UMTS (2G/3G/4G) connection.
The management firmware of the Goliah 4, thanks to the integrated Flash memory, can be
updated locally, by connecting it wirelessly to a PC/tablet, or remotely, through
GPRS/UMTS network, when connecting to the server.
In addition to the multiple communication ports, which allow, among other things, the
management of external devices such as remotely controllable rectifiers, the unit can also
be equipped with a GPS receiver with 1PPS synchronization function, which allows the
perfect synchronization of time bases, especially concerning the registration of
simultaneous events on several test-posts (Instant-OFF cycles).
All the technical and operational characteristics described below may or may not be
present, depending on the chosen device configuration.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE
 Ultra-low-power micro-controller, 32-Bit RISC technology (80 MHz), with built-in Flash
memory and boot-loader, allowing the download of the firmware updates
 Internal perpetual clock calendar
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 Communication ports:
 Wireless Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0 for local host connectivity (optionally MiWi),
 GSM/GPRS/UMTS/LTE Modem Unit,
 Serial TTL for GPS receiver
 Multipoint RS485 for external devices
 Serial SPI Flash memory for storage of measurement data from 64 Mbit (8 MByte) to
1280 Mbit (160 Mbyte(optional)
 Battery level monitoring
 5 measure channels, galvanically insulated, with 2 KHz sampling rate and the following
characteristics:
 Input impedance:
> 10 MOhm (standard),
 Accuracy:
>0,02% rms on DC range
 Direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) measurements, simultaneously
possible on each channel
 Voltage range:
± 500 mV, ± 20 V, ± 50 V, ± 100 V;
 Current intensity measurement on external or internal normalized shunts (up to
250mV), with selectable current scale;
 Built-in solid state cyclic interrupter (maximum current 2.6A), for coupon electrical
disconnection from the pipe and on-off cycles execution; also equipped with an
external precision resistor for the current measurement on the coupon (optional);
 Connection board for the 5 channels, with separated common for each one;
 Low power, low voltage power supply:
 Lithium batteries with intrinsic autonomy of at least 48 months (size D batteries
distributed in pack);
 External source:
o Solar Panel (12V),
o Mains (with a 12V AC/DC adapter)
 Shock resistant ABS container, assuring IP 67 / DIN EN 60529 protection rating, ideal
for UK standard test-posts
 External case dimensions: 127 x 85 x 76mm
 Operative temperature range: - 20°C ÷ + 60 °C
 Lightning and surge protection (impulsive transient protection 8/350uS > 5KV);
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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE
G4C is supplied ready for typical measurement settings:
 Storage of measures:
 Storing of the daily record of 86400 samples in a cyclic queue for a duration of 7
to 62 days, depending on the programmed channels and the flash memory
installed, allowing for the retrieval of complete measures on request (even when
only the daily summaries have been transmitted) Storing of the daily summary in a cyclic queue for a period of 365 days, allowing
for local and remote retransmission even of already transmitted data.
 Transmission of measures:
 Daily, with a sampling frequency of 1 time per second, and restitution of the
parameters with a daily period (1 summary a day);
 Possibility, on demand, of downloading the 24 hours recording (86400 values);
 Sampling Period of 1 second, with the following recorded values:
 Absolute minimum value with date and time of occurrence
 Absolute maximum value with date and time of occurrence
 Average value over the sampling period
 Mean square deviation
 Mode of the samples
 Number of values outside admitted range
 Total time of permanence outside admitted range
 Instant-OFF cycles, with Eon and Eoff logging
 Parametric setting of the measured electrical quantities;
 Control of the analytical functions and their settings by means of a PC o Android/iOs
devices in local connection and/or remotely, by means of GSM/GPRS/UMTS
communication
 Management of the communication functions, remote control, telemetry and/or
remote activation through a modem connection with the Web applications
(WebCommLink and WebProCat)
 Management of communication features by means of a modem connection, freely
available on operator request;
 Management of the alarms and of the respective alarm calls by means of the
 parametric setting.
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G4C can be integrated with:
 FIDO MOBILE software, for device configuration management and for
measurements data transfer; the communication takes place by means of
Bluetooth Low-Energy 4.0 interface (or optionally of suitable USB-to-MiWi
adapter miUSB);
 WebProCat web application, for measures management, analysis and graphical
representation; the device generates output files that can be natively imported;
 Third-party applications, through a customer provided protocol.
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BENEFITS

Join us


Software suite, devices and acquired data property without time limits



Investment amortization in 4 years in comparison with a “service” solution



Guarantee reliable costs by clear price list and by technician experience



Easy usage thanks to a new properly developed web interface



Modular applications with chance to buy further modules next



Problematic instant warnings thanks to Email, Web and SMS automatic warnings



Real-time data availability, without delays due to mediators



System integration inside the own server room



Previously stored data import of different sources



Database uniformity which allows a complete manage of your systems



Applications and devices flexibility



Reports automatic production provided for law



Quick devices substitution in case of fault



Qualified software and hardware assistance
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AUTOMA srl
Via Casine di Paterno,122/A - 60131 Ancona (ITALY)
+39.071.8028042
+39.071.802374

ADDRESS
PHONE
FAX

info@byautoma.com

E-MAIL

www.byautoma.com

URL

